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University to Appeal Sanctions Against Several Sports Teams
•
•

By DERRICK K. NAYO
Hilltop Staff Writer

•
•
•

Photo File Photo
President Swygert expressed his dissatisfaction with the NCAA ruling this week.

l

Coaches must also submit reports of their dayto-day activities on all off-campus recruiting
trips to the director of compliance.
All five teams have reduced opportunities for
grant expenditures and also have reduced paid

volunteer assistant coach was cited for arranging players to receive grades for classes they
never attended.
President H. Patrick Swygert vowed to
"When coaches were initially approached
appeal a NCAA ruling to place five Howard
with the allegations, even in the face of eviathletic teams on probation after internal
dence, they lied and denied their involveinvestigations uncovered major infracment," said Dr. Franklin Chambers, special
tions by several coaches and athletic
''We find the sanctions to be excesassistant to the president. "Only after the
administrators.
hearing did they come out and confess."
sive
and
unwarranted.
Howard
was
" We find the sanctions to be excesDirector of University Communication,
sive and unwarranted," Swygert said.
forthright, candid, and direct in its
Donna Brock, said that the president had
Swygert says he believes the University
trust in the people employed in the athletic
investigation.
We
are
disappointed
in
will be successful in appealing the ruldepartment and has since lost that trust.
ing.
the NCAA."
She stressed that Howard's spirit of
The two-year investigation prompted
accountability is seen all throughout
-President
H.
Patrick
Swygert
by the University found infractions by
Swygert's Strategic Framework for Action
the men's and women's basketball teams,
II.
men's and women's swimming team, and
"We believe that the self imposed penalthe baseball team.
visits for recruits to the University. Howard will
ties taken against the athletic department are
All the sanctions against the athletic teams
send $4000 dollars to the Special Olympics and
corrective and conclusive and our position at
were self-imposed by the University, Swygert
will establish a seminar that focuses on "extra
this point is that the NCAA basically elevated
said, still the NCAA took punitive measures
benefits."
and levied harsh penalties for what some may
against the department.
According to the NCAA, the athletic proconsider technical infractions," Brock said.
"What does it show other schools and colgram exhibited "academic improprieties"
Howard began its investigation on June
leges when we try to put sanctions on our self
among athletes, engaged in "attempted cover14,1999 then later hired a New Orleans law
and the NCAA still decides to give are teams
ups", and had a "lack of institutional control."
firm in August to conduct an internal investigafive years probation," Swygert asked. "Howard
The NCAA charged that the swimming team
tion within the athletic department after a
was forthright, candid, and direct in its investiknowingly used ineligible players, the men's
source had leads to rule violations. Twelve
gation. We are disappointed in the NCAA."
basketball team paid for a recruit's trip to
coaches either retired or were fired due to the
The baseball team will not be allowed to play
Howard, and the women's basketball team also
investigation and two contracts of top athletic
in the post season as a result to the probation.
paid for a recruiter's trip. The baseball team's
directors were not renewed.
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Human Cloning Garners Opposition
From Students
By JOSEf SAWYER
Hilltop Staff Writer
First the Vatican, then the White House, now Howard
students say they're opposeci-ID-thecloning of human
embryos .
"If that was ever possible it would not be a good idea,"
said sophomore psychology major Kyla Day. "It's taking
science a little too far and is a little on the playing God
side.
Human cloning jumped to the forefront last week after
scientists at Advanced Cell Technology (ACT) in Massachusetts cloned the first human embryo, making it a step
closer to conceiving life.
The six cell embryos lived for a few short hours and
only multiplied six times, far short from the goal of 100
scientists had. It was the first human embryo to be cloned.
However, some Howard students say human cloning is
not an immediate option despite the recent advances.
"A lot of people's reasons for why they don't agree
with cloning are religious," senior broadcast journalism
major Pat Johnson. "On one hand, I understand the argument, we are playing God by cloning but if there is supposed to be a separation between church and state religion
shouldn't come into the creation of public policy."
The latest cloning discovery gives new ammunition to
critics who say cloning is unmoral.
Vatican Officials have already jumped in and issued and
"unequivocal condemnation," of human cloning and they
may eventually be back by Congress on this issue.
"Critics are saying all this is hype may be nothing and
yet congress may step in and cancel everything," said
fourth year dental student Arian Ray.
To hush some of the speculations of human cloning the
ACT reiterated that its purpose was not to create a living
and breathing human clone but to keep the embryos alive
only long enough to capture the valuable stem Stem cells
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Thousands to Celebrate World AIDS Day Today
I •

could yield a cure for diseases and treat injuries where
body parts need to be replaced.
ACT also reported they have high hopes to create compatible replacement cells that for patients with various diseases. Since these cells would be reproductions of the
patients originals there would be no chance of rejection as
see with many organ transplants.
"I think it's promising as far as science, it could be the
answer for a lot of the problems we can't solve but I know
it will lead to people cloning themselves for egotistical
purposes," Ray said.
To halt further cloning, White House officials urged the
Senate this week to place an immediate ban on cloning.

•
•

See Cloning A3

EAZY-i

What's a Stem Cell?

ltJl

Stem cells are unprogrammed cells in the
human body that can be described as "shape
shifters," because these cells have the ability to
change into other types of cells.
Stem cells are at the center of a new field of science called regenerative medicine. Because stem
cells can become bone, muscle, cartilage and other
specialized types of cells, they have the potential to
treat many diseases, including Parkinson's,
Alzheimer's, diabetes and cancer Embryonic and
fetal stem cells have the potential to morph into a
greater variety of cells than adult stem cells do.

l...

Photo courtesy of aidsquilt.org
Rapper Eric "Eazy-E" Wright, who died of AIDS in 1995, is one of 83,000 memorialized in the

AIDS memorial quilt that sweeps the country today in commemoration of World AIDS Day.

Source: Dr. Marc Hedrick,
www.howstuffworks.com
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Lack of Financial Aid Offices Worries Graduate Students
By COREY CUNNINGHAM
Hilltop Staff Writer

•

I

The New
Flavor
ofMystic

Bl

The accessibility of financial aid information topped the list of graduate student concerns at a Graduate Student Assembly town
hall meeting Wednesday.
Students complained of the absence of a
financial aid office in the graduate schools.
Students suggested a separate office to handle
the graduate school's financial aid because the
school's the high number of professional students.
Only the College of Medicine has a financial aid office, which serves a liaison between
medical students and the main financial aid
office in the Administration building.
The lack of information on financial aid creates problems, students say.
"I never got a letter in the mail telling me
about my financial aid," said graduate student
Nia Thomas."

When Thomas arrived to school, she said,
she was told to register online, sign an award
letter and pay some fees. "I was totally
shocked with the level of communication in
one of the best schools."
The timing of information was also an issue
at the meeting. Some students complained
they were not notified about holds until they
tried to register.
"I tried to register and found out I had a
medical hold," said professional student,
Shimel Vincent. "There was only one day left
to register, and I didn't know if they expected
me to go all the way home and get my records
and get back in time."
By then, it was too late remove the hold off
accounts and avoid paying the $150 late registration fee, students said.
A prominent issue among the allied health
and pharmacy students was the lack of a computer lab. Since many professional students
study late into the night some felt that it was
only logical to have a lab .

"There was a (computer) lab in the School
of Allied Health, but it mysteriously disappeared," Thomas said. " How can we be
expected to do well with no facilities?"
Time limitations in the College of Medicine
computer labs, were also addressed by students. The lab now closes at 5 :OOpm, but students would stated that they would like to see
the hours greatly extended.
Howard University Student Association
President Stefanie Brown informed the audience on the actions HUSA is taking to address
the communication and security issues.

"The president has formed a task force for
security and we are working closely with him
to address the issue," Brown said.
To further address the concerns of the graduate students, the Graduate Student Assembly
will circulate surveys and petitions on various
issues. GSA will have another town hall meeting on the second Tuesday of January.
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Racial Profiling Still Prevalent, Students Say
•

"Today skin color makes you a suspect in America. It makes you more likely to be
stopped, more likely to be searched, and more likely to be arrested and imprisoned"

zews
Has Howa,·d been disgraced because of the
suspension of the athletic
team,c;?

"A lot of wrong things go on ... just
don't get caught,"

- DaJuan Robinson,
Graduate, Film

-American Civil Liberties Union

•

By MICHAEL Wil,LIARD
Contributing Writer
Just a year ago, this soul of this campus
was shaken by news that a Howard student,
Prince C. Jones, had been murdered by a
Prince Georges County police officer acting outside his jurisdiction because of what
he later deemed "suspicious activities."
However, many within the civil rights and
liberties and direct community believed that
the accused officer, Carlton Jones in fact
racially profiled Prince and had no justification for committing an act of tnurder.
Though, one year to the day, black males all
across the nation are the innocent victims of
racial profiling.
"Very little has changed. My friends and
I get pulled over all the time because we
have decent cars and I guess because we're
young and black," said sophomore Humanities major, Roger Crimson. "It doesn't mat-

ter where I am. l can be at home[Mississippi] or here and I still get pulled over.
Son1e people think that if your music is loud
and you're driving with your seat back then
you 're a target, but I've found just being
black is enough."
The American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) suggests that racial profiling occurs
when police target someone for investigation on the basis of that person's race, national origin, or ethnicity. Officials at the ACLU
say that "racial profiling is prevalent in
America. Despite the civil rights victories
of 30 years ago, official racial prejudice is
still reflected throughout the criminal justice system. For people of color in cities
large and small across this nation, north and
south, east and west, Jim Crow 'justice' is
alive and well."
Many students say that the belief that only
white police officers commit racial profiling is a myth, and that in fact the race of he

officer matters little when suspicion arises
merely from the skin color of the suspected criminal.
"I've been pulled over by black cops,
white cops, all of them Police everywhere
can be biased or even racist no matter where
or who you are," said Crimson.

While much of the racial profiling against
black males sterns from stereotypes that
young black men who drive 'nice cars' are
drug dealers, this enrages the victims of
racial profiling especially when they have no
ties to crimes fur which they are racially profiled.
"Last year, I wasn't surprised to hear that
Prince Jones had two parents and aspirations
to become a decent member of society. I
wasn't shocked at all because both of my
parents are lawyers and no matter how many
times the Yale law sticker flashes in the back
window, when the cops pull up on the side
of the Benz, I get pulled over every time,"

This report is a service oj'Howard U11iversity Campus Police. This report was compiled by Campus Editor Jennifer Cummings.

Nov. 24

•
•

"Howard is supposed to be the
Mecca; on top of all things. We
are not making a god name for
ourselves by getting suspended in
the first place."
--Courtney Dunn, Sophomore,
Chetnical Engineering

West Campus
Unlocked doors
Greshan1 St.
Damaged property
200 blk Elm St.
Robbery with force
Human Ecology Bldg.
Burglary II

Physics Bldg.
Unlocked door

Meridian Hill Hall
Theft

Engineering Bldg.
Unlocked door

Adan, Bldg.
Burglary

Biology Bldg.
Unlocked door

Bethune Annex
Sick transport

Annex I
Stuck elevator

N0).28

Destruction of property

Engineering Bldg.
Unsecured door

West Towers
Sick transport

Sherman & Barry Pl.
Damaged property

Bethune Annex

Crandall Hall
False fire alarm

\

Student Health Center
Sick transport

West Towers
Sick transport

Student Health Center
Sick transport

NID\ 25
Pharmacy Bldg.
Security breach
"Yes, because it shows that
Howard's focus is on athletics and
not academics."

-Aaron Ashe,
Sopho,nore, Pre-Med

Unreported location
Robbery while armed

Meridian Hill Hall
Injured person

Chemistry Bldg.
Hazardous elevator

Louis Stokes Health Sciences
Library
False fire alarm

flab
Power outage

Hon,ead & Meridian Rd.
Stabbing

East Towers
False fire alarm

Noy. 27

Quad
Hazardous elevator

Noy. 26
Carver Hall
Fire

Chemistry Bldg.
Hazardous elevator

Unreported location
Stalking
Baldtt,in Hall
Lost property
Engineering Bldg.
Lost property

East Towers
Hazardous elevator
Pharnwcy Bldg.
Burglary II

Unreported location
Robbery

Blackburn Center
Lost property

War Closer to Home For Many Students
"Yes, because Howard's focus
should be on education and attention should be removed from athletics."

-Dionicia Rodriquez,
Sophomore. Finance

By TAMARA CHANEY
Contributing Writer
Every morning when her alarm sounds at 8:00 a.m.,
Patrice Myers clicks on a desk lamp that illuminates a
picture of her brother who is now stationed in an undisclosed location, playing his role in operation "Enduring
Freedom."

"The probation of not I but 5 athletic teams reflects badly on the athletic department and Howard as a
whole!"
- Roger Cartledge,
Sopho,nore, RTVF

-

When he was deployed just before the beginning of
October, Patrice Myers never thought that she would
miss her brother this much. It has been close to two
months since Patrice has seen her brother Robert and she
recognizes the fact that she may never see him again.
As she watched the news anxiously on the Sunday
when the U.S. first began air strikes in Afghanistan, tears
came to her eyes when she realized that her brother had
in fact been deployed for a very real reason.
"I just kept thinking that he was going in for trials, but
then I realized it was the real thing. But really, as soon
as September 11 ' h happened, I knew that he would
probably have to go somewhere just because of his rank
in the military. But I prayed that he wouldn't have to leave
his family," said Myers. However, along with thousands
of other military personnel, Myers' brother was deployed

to a location that will not be disclosed.
For some it seems in1possible that an international war
with overwhelming implications could strike so close to
home.
"It's hard fur me to help one of my friends through this
because her sister is in the U.S. Air Force and she is out
fighting somewhere and there is no real assurance that
everything will mirror cliches," said senior history
major Francesa Morales. "It's amazing how things affect
other things because I would have never guessed that
anything could be so hard."
Myers says that it is hardest to explain the situation to
her younger nieces and nephews who cannot yet understand the potentially fatal implications of their father's
job. "Over Thanksgiving, it was the hardest to be with
his kids and have his spot missing at the table. There is
nothing that will be able to fill that void fur them until
her comes home," said Myers, who also has a father who
was in earlier years very much involved in the military
and it's corresponding lifestyle.
"I was a military brat and it's fun sometimes because
of all the places I've gotten to live, but overall, I wouldn't
suggest it for anyone else's kids because it's hard to deal
witl1 saying goodbye and not knowing if it's the last
time," Myers concluded.

Write For Campus .....

said sophomore Marketing major Nkenje
Ekundayo.
Some students feel that they are powerless
against racial profiling.
"There's really nothing you can do about
a cop that wants to pull you over. He was the
power. I mean what are you going to do,
flee? No. That's a charge," Ekundayo said.
However, others suggested that knowing
the law is the most important way to deal
with racial profiling.
"For hundreds of years our country has
dealt with racism, whether it has been institutional or covert. Racial profiling is institutional and the only way you can beat it is
by knowing the rules that they play by.
When you know the law, the more you realize that it can be in your favor," junior political science /pre-law major Kendall Johnson
said.

Fads May Fuel
Increase In College
Drug Use

•

-

•
'
•

By EBONY GIBBS
Contributing Writer
In recent months the United States Department of Health and
Human services reported a 13.5 percent increase in illicit drug
use among college-aged students compared to the same statistics from just three years ago. While the reasons for the increase
are unknown, it is understood that college campuses can become
the experimentation grounds for many students. Some Howard
studenls feel that Howard students, too, fall pray to ten1ptations
to experiment with drugs and alcohol.
'There are some people here doing major things. I know a lot
of my friends are really into ecstasy now, but drugs are like
trends. I guess it'll go out of style soon," said junior Finance
major Kwasi Dobson.
Many students believe that the popularization of drugs by entertainment artists leads some people to dabble in drugs.
"I think a lot of it has to do with Jay-Z saying things like 'drunk
of Chris/mami on 'E'.' That's why people try things and they
have to have access to them. A lot of people think that their lives
are supposed to look like a [music] video," Dobson said.
The Health and Human Service's division on substance abuse
and mental health reports that the use of MOMA, more commonly known as ecstasy is on the rise at an alarming rate. In the
studies of drug use among those under the age of 25, many states
are well above the national average, suggesting that the increases have much to do with location and specific demographics.
However, the .Department of Health and Human Services report
noted that drug use was steady and beginning to decline among
youth, age 12 to 17.
Students suggest that an increase in drug use reflects a decrease
in activities for college-aged people. Many say that the increase
can be partially traced to social activities on college campuses,
which center heavily on late night outings and alcohol.
"I never really drank that much before I came to college. I went
to a black high school and mostly people just smoked weed. But
when I got here all the tliers for parties said something about
alcohol and now I can just drink when I want to," said a freshman sociology major who wished to remain nameless.
Others suggest that drug use is not on the rise anymore than it
has been in the past.
"By the time people come to college they are either going to
do drugs or not. It's just that simple. That is how it's always been.
Some people do drugs and other people don't,•· said sophomore
Biology major Raheem Mohammed. However, more than half
of the first year students interviewed suggested otl1erwise.
"College is the first time some people have freedom and
options so I still think that peer pressure exists. And some people just do what other people do because they can't make decisions for themselves," said Timothy Oliver, a freshman history
major. "Unfortunately, people who doo't know what they want
to do will try anything."
Students even reported that they know places on campus to find
drugs, but that the most easily accessible substance is alcohol.
Some students caution their peers:
·
"Just .know your limits," said senior psychology major Jewel
Thomas. "Everyone should have fun, but don't try something that
will control you because that's when you've gone too far."
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Contact Jennifer Cummings or Brakkton
Booker @202-806-6866
-

Compiled by Chelsea R. Jones
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Officers Issue Safety Warnings
•

Campus Police are alerting and requesting assistance
from the campus community in locating the suspects of a
Wednesday robbery incident. A male student was walking
in the 2300 block of 6 th St NW on the West sidewalk heading towards Drew Hall observed a car with 4 unknown
males parked 30 feet from him. As he approached the car
3 males stopped the victim and one suspect pulled out a
semiautomatic handgun. The student was robbed at gunpoint of his possessions and was released. The car used by
the suspects "las a tan colored Newer Mercury Grand Marquee sedan possibly bearing the partial DC license plate
•

AEIOl 1 or ADIOI I. Two of the suspects are described as
Black Male I) 18-24, 6' l ", l 701bs braids dark complexion
wearing a black vest dark pants and a long sleeve shirt
armed with a black semiautomatic handgun. 2) Black
Male, 18-24, 5'8, 160 lbs, dark complexioned short afro,
wearing a black hood and dark pants.
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NCAA Puts
University on
Probation
.
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The

H.US.A Beat
A round-up_ on the most recent

work of the Howard University
Student Association.
·

.. .

Current Projects

compiled by Josef Sawyer

Human Cloning Garners Opposition
From Students
From Al
But the Senate does not plan on
review the issue until next year
because current legislation addressed
anti-terrorism efforts.

Still, students believe that despite
congresses efforts cloning research
and experiments will continue.
"The reality is you can't really govern against that (cloning) because if
people are going to abuse something

they will do it anyway, therefore I
don't put too much stock in what congress says on journalism major Pat
Johnson.

Melanie Nesbitt and Jennifer Cum,nings contributed to this
report.

Selection of the General elections chair and approval of the
General Elections Guidelines.
Next General Assembly Mtg.
Tuesday, December 4, 2001 7pm
Douglass hall 138.
Summer/December Graduation
Ceremonies
Campaign initiated by senior, Afi
Bell.
Petitions are being signed by students/professors who support this
need.
Letter from HUSA was sent to
the Provost to ask for a meeting to
discuss the issue.
People for the American Way
Reception
Monday, December 3, 2001 7pm
Gallery Lounge
· Thank you reception for those
students who helped with "Election Protection" weekend to get
voters to the polls.
Guest Speaker: Mary Francis
Beny, Civil Rights Commission;
various Congressional members.
President's Security Taskforce
Taskforce was formed to address
security concerns on campus
First meeting is Friday, November 30, 2001
Student Empowerment Service
Service offered to assist students
with any problem concerning the
administration . i.e. financial aid,
registration, grades.
Students can come to the HUSA
office to pick up a form and talk to
an Empowerment officer.
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HUSA/GA don't Meet Oourum

I
I

Despite not being able to meet
quorum, Howard University general Assernbly did review the General Assembly General Election
Guidelines. The original purpose
of the emergency meeting was to
appoint a general election chair.
This person is responsible for running the school wide elections.
Students were required to present
a detailed budget and proposal to
be considered for the position.
Only 13 members of the general
assembly were -present at the
emergency meeting.
General Assembly is required to
have 16 members in attendance in
order to meet quorum and vote on
issues·. Most of the members
complained that the emergency
meeting was not well publicized
and they did not know about the
meeting.
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Compiled by Corey Cunningham, Hilltop Staff Writer. H.US.A.
Beat is a recurring column on student government and its activities.
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On the outside, it's easy to see that Celica is race-track
inspired. But the real excitement is on the inside ... under the
hood. Take the Celica GT-S ... Toyota worked with Yamaha to
'
build a180 HP engine redlined at 7800 RPM ... equipped it
with Variable Valve Timing with intelligence ... a computer
that constantly monitors and retunes your engine for maximum performance, .. acam with two sets of lobes to provide Driving a ne~ Toyota is easier than ever two ranges of valve lift and duration for more usable horsebecause now your Toyota dealer has aspecial college graduate
power. There's direct ignition for greater rel iabi Iity.. ,
financing program available thru Toyota Financial Services
iridium-tipped spark plugs for reduced maintenance ... a
that offers alot of great advantages.
stainless steel exhaust manifold ... awater-cooled oil cooler.
And mated with Toyota's 4-speed electronically-controlled
So if you're within 4months of graduation ... or if you graduated
automatic "Sportshift", you get transmission shift switches
within the past two years ... See your Toyota dealer for details.
on the steering wheel ... just like Formula 1race cars. Sweet.

.gettoyota.com
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AT&T Wireless
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1n sav1n s!
Visit AT&T Wireless today a11d buy a Nokia 3360
or 8260 phone and activate AT&T Wireless service.

\

Get up to $165 in savings, including a $50 gift card
from one of many merchants. Now you can stay in
touch with the ones you love and still have a little
something left over.

•

(Actual Size)

•

Add the perfect finishing touch
with Nokia Original Accessories!
--

'

,

$80 00
'

"'11

AT&T Wireless Mail-In Service Rebate.
Two-year agreement required.

•

$5000
•

. Waived Activation Fee.
• Two-year agreement required.

,

Return your Nokia mail-in coupon and get a gift card for use at one of these and other fine merchants. Purchase of a
Nokia 3360 or 8260 phone is required. See in-store information or visit www.nokiapromos.com for a complete list.
•

BORDERS'

macys

•

Foot loc:ker.
•
•

For details, visit your local AT&T Wireless Store, authorized dealer,
www.attwireless.com or call I-BOO-IMAGINE.

~
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NOKIA

NOKIA

~

CONNECTING PEOPLE

C200 I AT&~ Wi~ AJI Rights ReseMd. May requi~ credit approval, activation fee, mnimum of a one-year contract, a cancellation fee. and a Digital multi-oetwork phone. May not be available for purdiase or use in all areas. ~es do not
ilPPl't to credit card calls. Airtime for each call is rounded up to the next full minute. MontNy ir.duded aod promotlonal minutes cannot be carried O\ltr to any other month and must be u!.ed in the Home Calling Area. Roaming. additional mv,ute
aod long distance ctwxes, other restrictions, ~ surcharges and 1axe5 apply. Subject to Terms and Condrtions and calling plan brochure May not tie available with other offm. AT&T 2-Way Text Messaging not available for purchase or use in
all .ueas and requires a compatible Digital multi-r.etworl( pnorle, Gift Card Offer: One $50 merchant ~ft. card with purchase of a Nolda 3360 or 8260 DigMI multi-oetwor',: phone. Also available with activation on AT&T Free2GJ Wireless
(pn:paid) service with i Nolda 5165 phone. Not avai1ablewith Nolcia 5165 phone activated on postpaid morrthly caning plans. ~ IT'IJSt tie active on AT&TWnless service for 30 da)'1 and when~ is processed. See store forco~ete ist
of participating merchants orVISit. www.nojrjapromos.com. Subject to terms and conditions provided by the merdlant you choose. Certain restrictions apply. See Nokia mail-in rebate. coupon ~or details or visit www.nokiapromo~om. Valid
I I/OWl-1/26/0l $80 Mal-In Service ft1ba1e: One rebate per activation on a qualified monthly AT&T Wireless calling plan and a two-year contract. Phone must remain active on AT&T Wireless ser.ice for at least 30 days and v.t.en rebate is
processed. Certain restrictions apply. Not avaitable wit/i any other AT&T Wireless~ seivice rebates, or if you received a ser.ice credit at activation. See AT&T Wnless mail-in coupon for details. Vl.lid I l/04/01.01/26/0l $l5 Waived
I'.-: Activation fee waiver only available ifyoo sign and return a two-year service agreement You will be charged $ ~ 5
· tion fee if signed t'No-year contract not received within 60 days of activation. Offer expires 01126/01
C200 I Nolda Mobile Phones. Nokia, the Nokia Connecting People logo, the Nolcia Original Accessories l_ogo and the Nokia 3300
8200 Seties phones are registered tradernar!G and/or trademarks of Nokia CorJ)Ot'iltion andi'or its affiliates.
BLOCKBUSTER GlftCardsTM: Membemip rules apw for rental at BL.OC1(8LISTER®. BLOCKBUSTER Gift.Cards redeffllable at
· 'pating BLOCKBUmR stores but camot be used to pUl'Ch.ise GiftCards. BLOCKBUSTER name, cbign and
related marks are tradernan:s of Blodb.tster Inc. @200 I Blockbuster Inc. AU rights J'eSel'Ved.
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rative Becomes First US

ESK
BY ERICA S. HUBBARD
News Editor

Fresh Offthe Hilltop's News Desk
AOL Executive Mis,gng From His NW Home; Police O>ntinue Search
Police continue search for a missing America Online Executive.
According to Metropolitan Police, Douglas A. Small, 38, has been
missingfromhisNorthwesthomesinceNov.6. Atpresstime,police
were looking for the contractor Small had an argument with prior
to his disappearance.

DC Lawyer Appointro to Oversee Victitn Fnnd
Kenneth R. Feinberg has been appointed to decide how much
money victims' families will receive and how the compensation
fund will work The program was started in September by Congress to compensate victims of lost wages and to ease pain and suffering.

CIA confirmed media speculated reports Wednesday that an intelligence officer had been killed.
Johnny Michael Spann, a CIA paramilitary officer
was killed Sunday during a riot at a prison outside
Mazar-e-Shariff, in northern Afghanistan.
His death was the ftrst known American casualty
within the country since the U.S began bombing over
seven weeks ago.

The annoul)cement came days following a report by
the Northern Alliance that a US intelligence agent
was killed. Although it is not a common practice of
the CIA to report the agency's dead, announcement
of Spann's death was to both publicly identify him
and honor his service.
"We will continue our battle against evil with
renewed strength and spirit," said CIA Director
George J. Tenet in a CIA statement to the media.
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"Although these captives had given themselves
up, their pledge of surrender - like so many other
pledges from the vicious group they represent proved worthless," Tenet said. "Their prison uprising
- which had murder as its goal - claimed many
lives, among them that of a very brave American,
whose body was recovered just hours ago."
According to NBC, U.S sources reported that Spann
had been in the fortress in order to interrogate Taliban
fighters. He became the 79th CIA officer to die in the
line of duty.
The prison riot began Sunday when hundreds of
Arabs, Chechens, Pakistanis and other non-Afghan
prisoners fought with Taliban fighters. The riot continued until Wednesday, leaving hundreds of prisoners and dozens of alliance fighters dead.
Prior to joining the CIA in June 1999, Spann, 32,
served in the Marine Corps as an artillery specialist.
The son of Johnny and Gail Spann, he leaves behind
a widow, Shannon Spann, and three children.

CIA Agent Johnny Michael Spann

Chrisonas 1ree Lighting Restrictions
The Secret Service has reversed its decision to limit the public's
access to the annual lighting of the National Christmas Tree by the
president Despite previous reports, those without tickets will still
be able to view the lighting on Dec.6 from the Ellipse.

D.C. Jurors Urged to Fax Or Hand-Deliver Replies
D.C. residents summoned for jury duty at U.S. District Court have
beenaskedtofaxbacktheirrepliesorhand-deliverthemtothecourthouse because of concerns about delays in postal deliveries.

Congressman Backs Gay
Rights; Panel Addresses
Discrimination

I.ENDING A
IN'IHE

CT
Volunteer opportunities mDC
Lending a Hand in the District
•
Volunteer
Opportunities in the City
Building Futures
1012 14th Street, NW Suite 1207
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 639-0361, ext] 16

Blademburg High School Under Destruction
Monday, county and school officials began "deconstruction" of
the 51-year--0ld high school to make way for the new state--0f-theart replacement

By JOE GIDJUNIS
U-Wtre DC bureau

Rep. Barney Frank (D-Mass.) joined three civil
rights leaders from the gay, lesbian, bisexual and
Zoo Receives Big Surprise
transgender communities to push for more progress
in the equal rights movement.
F.arlier in the week, scientists, zookeepers and veterinarians witAbout 75 students attended the event in the Marvin
nessed the birth of their "miracle" 325-pound Asian elephant The
Center Ballroom Tuesday in a panel discussion sponrare calf's birth was the result of artificial insemination performed
sored by student group GW Pride.
over 21 months '\llo.
"We have had a different kind of discrimination,"
said Frank, an open homosexual since 1987 and a
Compiled by News Editor ERICA S. HUBBARD
leader of the LGBT movement. "The average American today still doesn't know that you can be an open
gay or lesbian and get fired because of it. Some
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ Americans think that this kind of discrimination is
illegal, but it's not."
Frank said he wrote a letter to Attorney General
John Ashcroft asking for equal consideration for
relief to be sent to gay partners of the victims of the
Sept. 11 attacks.
f,7 F
The Washington Post reported this month that the
partner of a woman who died during the attacks will
63°F 45°F
not receive compensation from charity efforts
because she has no marriage certificate. Sheila Hein
died when American Airlines Flight 77 hit the Pentagon. According to the Post, more than $1 billion has
been donated to help terrorism victims across the
country, but agencies have refused to consider people
Partly Cloudy
who do not fit the legal definition of a spouse.
Frank also criticized the Bush administration's lack
of support for the gay community.
"What Bush has done is to take no action. He hasn't
gay-bashed, but hasn't supported us," Frank said.
"His position is to stick with the status quo."
Continuing with frustrated references about the
United States not having equal protections under the
l'art!y Cloudy
law for gays, Frank did say there are signs of hope.
"Things are getting significantly better," Frank said.
"But nobody should be grateful that things are getting

'

better just because they're less terrible."
Frank said the most significant progress is the fact
that tens of millions of people have had the courage
to come out. The public is not as homophobic as it
was a IO years ago, he said.
Frank said he is one of five congressional representatives in the government's history who is openly gay.
Three of five are currently in office, including Rep.
Tammy Baldwin (D-Wisc.) and Jim Kolbe (R-Ariz.).
He estin1ates approximately 150 to 200 elected officials across the nation are gay.
Frank added he has not faced much prejudice from
his colleagues in Congress.
The Massachusetts lawmaker stressed the importance of action and not just words, citing examples
from the civil rights movement in the '60s. Frank
said the movement was different because African
Americans could not vote. Although the members of
the LGBT community vote, Frank criticized their
lack of mobilization on Election Day.
"Those who care about us outnumber the bigots 364
days a year, but they beat us on Election Day," Frank
said. "The gay and lesbian 1nistake is that we put too
much stock into protests and marches."
Frank referred to the National Rifle Association and
its "militant" abilities to control Election Day by contacting elected officials to ensure the voting goes
their way.
"Visibility was important to demonstrate to America
that we were here, but greater visibility is no longer
an issue," Frank said. "We must be more dedicated to
political mobilization."
Winnie Stachelberg, the political director of the
Human Rights Campaign, the nation's largest gay
and lesbian civil rights advocacy group, continued
where Frank left off.
"People are coming out younger, louder and more
honestly," Stachelberg said. "Though we have made
progress, there are still great gains out there to be

'

This organization provides a full range of housing
opportunities including emergency financial
assistance to children, families, and individuals
living with HIV/AIDS in the district. Volunteers
are needed to tutor children and work as program
assistants.

Green Door
1623 16 th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20009
(202) 462-4092
The Green Door prepares those living with mental illness for employment and independent living. Volunteers are needed to assist with weekend projects including painting, gardening, and
cleaning.

House of Ruth
5 Thomas Circle, NW
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 667-7001
The House of Ruth was founded to assist women
and fatnilies affected by domestic abuse and
homelessness to rebuild their lives. Volunteers
are needed to supervise the children of parents in ·
the program.

The C.H.I.L.D. Center
611 Pennsylvania Ave, SE, Suite 206
Washington, DC 20003
(202) 543-8599

'

The center provides assistance through a tutorial
program for disadvantaged children up to the age
of 14 years. Volunteers are needed to tutor, Mondays-Fridays from 9am-6pm.
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Come to our weekly
budget meetings on
Tuesdays at 7p.m. in the
Hilltop Office, P-level in
West Towers.

Cyberspace controls and laser defense systems came as no surprise to
the U.S. Air Force. In fact, they came off our drawing boards. No wonder
we re always looking to hire the best and brightest. You can leverage your
degree immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the most
,

sophisticated technology on earth. To find out how to get your career off
the ground, call 1-800-423-USAF or visit our Web site at airforce.com.
'
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But while we are spreading our disdain for the
e've long known about the disgraceful
ca-ca over in the Athletic Department, we can't
state of Howard Athletics. It's a fact
forget to mention's President Swygert's response
that we've accepted with grumbles
to the investigation. Sure, Swygert basically led
and grace. But when the NCAA made public the
the internal investigation that sparked the NCAA
results of its 2-year investigation of a handful of
investigation. And Swygert made definite moves
Howard sports programs, we all drew in a collecto rid the University of all the coaches in question
tive gasp of disbelief.
- to his credit, none of the
The case laid out against the
coaches mentioned in the
University was ripe with the
report are still at Howard.
most serious allegations that
However, our dear President,
included "academic impropriwhy didn't you go to the
eties" among athletes, "attemptThe
recent
decision
NCAA hearings? We undered cover-ups," and a "lack of
institutional control." The
made against the athletic stand that the sanctions
against the University might
NCAA report states the swimdeparbt1ent was a disming team knowingly used inelihave been less had you (not
gible players, the men's baskettwo of your "representatives")
ball team paid for a recruit's trip
gi:ace to the University attended.
to Howard, and the women's basThe NCM ultimately ruled
ketball team also paid for a
to place five teams on probarecruiter's trip. The baseball
tion. Sanctions for the men's
and women's basketball teams, men's and women's
team's volunteer assistant coach was cited for
arranging players to receive grades for classes they
swimming team, and the baseball team include a
never attended.
loss or reduction of scholarships for some teams,
Given the shaky track record of the Howard
loss of post season play for the baseball team, and
sports program (they were put on probation by the
a decrease in trips for some teams. The University
NCAA in 1973, 1978, and 1991), the allegations
must also donate $4,000 to the Special Olympics
for other infractions.
are not all that improbable. Taken all at once, it
would seem that those charged with leading the
Though the University is now appealing the rulsports program here really have no control over it.
ing, we cannot deny that Howard has dropped the
Nor have they the desire to reign in those who
ball on this one - and in grand fashion. The stain
abuse their power. Likewise, they lack the foreon our sports reputation will take a while to erase.
sight of letting go those coaches whose records are
nothing more than piss-poor.
•

Our View:

•

What's Your Opinion?
e encourage our readers to write letters to the Editor. Tell us what you think
about the paper and its contents. We strive to produce a quality weekly
with news pages that are devoid of slant or
personal bias. Please
address all letters or comments to The Hilltop, 2251 Sherman Ave., NW,
Washington DC, 20001. You can also e-mail us at thehilltop@hotmail.com

The Hilltop. Be Heard.
quences could be devastating. Also, cloning humans
ccording to a Washington Post article Monday, Massachusetts scientists at Advanced
could present the opportunity for people to deny the
Cell Technology announced their success in
natural order of nature, by cloning deceased loved ones
cloning the world's frrst human embryo recently. Bring- instead of accepting their fates. In addition, genetic
ing the debate over government funding for research
tampering during pregnancy is already a controversial
ona human cloning back to the forefront, the scientists
issue. With the ability to clone human embryos, the
fused a single human cell and a human egg to create
quest to create the perfect child, or perfect race, will be
microscopic balls, each containing
hotly pursued even more.
4-6 cells each.
Therapeutic cloning should
Though it is questionable
be allowed due to the possibiliwhether or not the creations should
ties it presents for advancetechnically be called embryos, due
ments in medical research and
to their limited formation, the door
treatment. Cloning of humans,
Cloning of human
has been opened for the possible
however, should remain illegal.
embryos
should
be
cloning of the first human.
There is no clear benefit to
restricted to medical
The possible positive side to this
society in this type of scientific
breakthrough is that cloned
advancement. Additionally, in
research and not the
embryos, if grown for a few days,
accordance with President
cloning of actual humans. Bush's August decision, the
can have embryonic stem cells
extracted from them. These stem
embryonic cells used in theracells, in turn', have the capacity to
peutic cloning should only be
grow into all kinds of human tisretrieved from embryos created
sues, a process called therapeutic cloning. The impliby in vitro fertilization, which were slated to be
cations of this process are that replacement tissues, and
destroyed at fertilization clinics anyway.
possibly even organs, could be grown for transplantaAdvancements in medical and scientific research
tion into aging or diseased individuals.
have been remarkable. This recent event speaks to that:
What many fear, however, is that the breakthrough
In our efforts to continue moving forward, however, we
will lead to the creation of the frrst cloned human baby.
should remember that there should and must be clear
The ethical and moral implications of this process are .
lines between what is right and what is wrong; what is
great. Cloning humans could lead to yet another group . advancement and what is ethical and moral regression.
to be discriminated against. If cloned humans are not
respected by society as equal humans, the conse-
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omorrow, the world will take a respite
ing that people still parade around in a cloud of
from its war on terrorism to celebrate
ignorance. Why in this day and age are people
lives already lost in a battle, where to this
still having unprotected sex thinking they are
point, not a single life has been spared~the war
immune to contracting the infection? With the rate
on AIDS. World AIDS Day, celebrating its 13th
of infection increasing by an average of 16,000
year, is a celebration to "open channels of compeople daily, why would some people continue
munication, strengthen the exchange of informathis lifestyle?
tion experience and forge a spirit of tolerance."
AIDS is spread tlrrough contact with blood,
Organizations all over the globe , - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ s e m e n (including pre-ejaculatory
are donating items such as
fluid), vaginal secretions and
paintings, essays, quilts, and
reast milk that has been infected
poems to enlighten and educate
with the disease. These are the
the public about the serious .
Toke time to remember facts . Using a latex condom
impact of the disease.
those who fell victim to greatly reduces the transmission
According to the World AIDS AIDS, and please remem- of the virus that continues to
Day Web site, the sexually
grow in the black community at
transmitted disease is the fifth
ber to practice safe sex or alarming rates. Protect yourleading cause of death in the
abstain from sex to shield selves, please. And for those that
United States in people 25 to 44
yourself from the
still hide behind the excuse of
years of age. The site also said
epidemic.
condoms "taking away from the
47 million people worldwide are
feeling" or it "kills the mood" to
infected with HIV, the virus that causes the disfumble around for protection think about this - it
ease. These staggering numbers have escalated
takes five seconds to reach in that sock drawer and
since the disease was first identified in 1981 as
put a condom on. Isn't this better than committing
GRID (Gay-Related Immune Deficiency);
suicide? However, the best way to combat against
With all that is known about the disease and the
the virus is of course to abstain from sex all
media's press to increase awareness, it is astoundtogether.
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Michael Bakeley
Show Howard University Some Respect
ow the semester is practically over, I have
been able to make somealarming and sad
observations about how some students are
disrespectfultowards Howard University.
My purpose for addressing this is to call
attention to this problem and hopefully changing
the mentality of those whoparticipate in such behavior.First, lets examine the classrooms and notice how
the laws ofnature exist, in which the seats are assembled in a big cluster. Whatever happened to seats being
in neat rows and evenly spaced? Let me guess!
They were like that when you came in. What about
making efforts to put the seats back in place. Do you
think the students here at Howard Universityhistorically would have their seats like this? I must not forget about the trash that is left everywhere. I clearly
understand that we do haveprofessional personnel to
clean the rooms, but, they should not have to expend

N

exorbitant amount of time clelming rooms either. All
we have to do is clean up after ourselves. Let's keep in
mind that this does not app1· to all of the students
either.
Second, as a doctoral s ,dent I am very much honored to be hereat Howard University because I am
familiar with its history and the many brilliant Black
men and women who walked these sacred grounds.
Therefore, when I here other students speak about
what Howard is not doing, I ask them what are you
doing for Howard? For example, do you take an active
part in student leadership activities campus-wide or
within your respectivedel'artment? Many times they
respond by saying that H ward is not offering
this course or that cou se this semester, or my
department needs this or does not have that. I then ask
them have they ever he
or the consortium? What
about assembling like nded students to address

think so, I highly recommend that you transfer over
there andthen you will find yourself very isolated in
every aspect. In close, as African-Americans who are
afforded to luxury andopportunity to attend this university, we (students, staff, & faculty), should display
school pride at all times. This includes that of being
offcampus and at home or abroad, because if you
speak bad about your school in the presence of those
who do not even attend the school, you only make
yourself look asinine. So, for the rest of your duration
here at Howard University, lets be respectful of self
and the university. As Jesse Jackson stated" your attitude determines your altitude."

- -----r-vV___

-

·

these issues to thePresident, Provost, or the Board of
Trustee. In case some of you did notknow it, you have
a multitude of opportunities here at Howard University, the DC metro area, the nation, and abroad if you
apply yourself like yourself accordingly.
In my opinion no university is perfect, and that its
up to the individual student to take it upon his/herself
to maximize their being here. I guess some of the
students here vaguely assume that someone should
walk you through ever step and every scenario. Some
even think the grass is greener on the other side, at
schools such as Michigan, Maryland, Georgetown just
toname a few. Believe or not! Calculus, Organic
Chemistry, and International Law, etc, at Howard University is same at any of those Historically whiteinstitutions.l know for many of you reading the latter statement, it really presents a challenge as to what you
have been manipulated into believing. If you do not

By Shauna Mobley

Auburn Fostered Racism by Not Acting Decisively
versity has also planned workshops and seminars, including some by the Southern Poverty Law Center, to address
diversity issues on campus.
The question remains: Has justice been served?
The answer fur an African American is a clear and definitive "NO!" Having these fraternities and students temporarily and indefinitely suspended does not address the
serious implications of their behavior, nor does it address
the root of the problem experienced at Auburn University.
Delta Sigma Phi and Beta Theta Pi have showed their
complete ignorance and indifference to the historical injustices African-Americans suffered. However, they are not
the sole culprits. Partial responsibility should be placed on
the university as well. Through its failure to impose disciplinary sanctions, it has fostered an environment in which
such behavior is deemed acceptable.
This is not the first incident of overt racism Auburn has
tolerated. On Oct. 27, 1998, two black students left a poetry reading near campus. While driving past the Pi Kappa

The Shorthorn (U. Texas-Arlington)
(U-WIRE) ARLINGTON, Tuxas -- At Auburn University in Alabama during Halloween socials Oct. 25 and
27, brothers of Beta Theta Pi and Delta Sigma Phi fraternities dressed in racist attire and posed fur party pictures.
The photos showed members of Beta Theta Pi dressed
in parody Omega Psi Phi shirts and each had their faces
and bodies painted black. (Omega Psi Phi is a predominantly black fraternity at Auburn.)
Photographs from Delta Sigma Phi had a brother dressed
in simulated Ku Klux Klan hood and sheets and another
brother clothed in mock FUB U (a clothing line popular
with African Americans) with a noose around his neck.
Other fraternity members posed holding riffles to the
"black" man and a mock hanging was performed as a Confederate battle flag adorned the background.
Auburn has suspended both chapters as well as 15 students connected with the parties. 'lwo other students have
been expelled, and one has left school voluntarily. The uni-

Alpha fraternity house, they saw men dressed in Ku Klux
Klan attire. Five students were dressed in Klan robes. They
were placed on social probation without any further consequences. Yet this incident received little attention and was
swept under the rug by the university.
Such a visible display of racism should not be permitted to go unchecked nor unpunished. Auburn has the moral
obligation to set a precedent that racism (specifically
mockery of the hue of one's skin or the history of slavery
and suffering) is immoral, unethical and will not in any
manner be tolerated in an accredited institution of higher
learning.
Not only should the fraternities as an organization be
penalized to the fullest extent, but so should each person
who participated in, or had knowledge of, the Halloween
social events. In other words, the fraternity and all members involved should suffer expulsion from chapter and
national membership, as well as expulsion from the university. Additionally, a notation of expulsion should be
placed on all furmal academic documents and records,

especially on transcripts.
William Walker, the university's interim president, said
it is uncertain what further actions will be taken other than
temporary suspension. One must question if the reason fur
such light punishment is because of the offenders' race.
Auburn is in the heart of what was a deep South, pro-slavery state that currently has an African-American population of only 7.2 percent of the overall enrollment of 22,469.
Sadly enough, Johnny Bush, a member of the predominantly black Omega Psi Phi fraternity at Auburn University, sunrmed up the situation best: "If my fraternity made
a mistake like this, I bet there wouldn't be no question of
'temporary suspension.m
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1son, ...
Dear Bison,
As the semester is corning to an end I'm finding myself seriously stressed out with
school. Right now I'm at a crossroad because on the academic side I know I haven't
been giving it my all, but on the other side I've been very successful in attaining my goal
of setting up an internship for next summer. My question is, should I stress myself out
over grades in classes that I know will serve little purpose in my professional career, or
should I be proud of the progress I've made with getting internships which ultimately
help me in my professional career?
.,

our

Sincerely,
Stuck in a crossroad
Dear Stuck in a Crossroad,
"School comes first." I know you have heard this statement a million times either at
home or back in high school. Realistically speaking that's what's up, school is priority.
A question you should ask yourself is what most students need to ask themselves, why
am I here? Don't trip, surely you came to Howard, the Mecca of higher learning with a
set of goals. If you dig deep inside they are probably still there, what makes you happy.
You may not be doing well because you don't like what the freak your majoring in. Do
some "soul searching," whatever you do, Be Happy and Don't Worry. Get the best out of
life, live each day to the fullest and learn from your experiences, they make you grow.
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ALL 1 AJ\i S ARE ON THE ROAD THIS WEEK BEST WISHES TO ALL

BISON & LADY BIS01"
TOMORROW, Saf1,1·day, Dee. 1 @N.C. A&T
& Monday, Dee.. 3 @ S. CaroliBa State
CONGRr\TlJI ,AT IONS ro:
LADY BISON - Win over Austi11 Peay @Eastern Michigan Tournament
,.

•

ANDREA GARDNER & ASIA PETTY - AD-Tounammt Team - Eastern Michigan
ANDREA GARDNER -AIJ...TotAr1taPJe111t Tam - Winthrop

I 0~ - Ove1·ti111e Win@Me1·.:er & over Cal. State - Northridge@

&

S @ Georgetown, Dec. 1
CONGRA'fflLATIONS TO: AFOLABI ADEI,EKE-ADtDOY, -3rd in SOM F

-Patriot Invitational

@Pean State

... AN

EST WISHES TO:
@Towson State
Dec. 8-9, Dover, DE
CONGRATULATION TO:
Women's Bowling- 4th in MEAC Tournament
,

CRY STAI, WATERS - MEAC All-Tournament Team
(Sth ia Total Pins and three other Bowlers in top 20)

WOMEN'S & MEN'S I
@Univ.of Md., Dec 8
-

I
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AND CONGRATULATIONS TO:

.
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l,ADY SPIKERS - SECOND IN MEAC NOR1DEKN DMSION
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CO~GRATULATIO~S TO:

,
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tAtrai1·s
}
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Emcee/Singer/Poet Breaks New Ground in
ing career like most artists:
underground. She collaborated with other Bay Area
artist such as The Angel and
Shock G of Digital Underground fame.
Eventually, it would be
Shock who would give
Mystic her big break on the
DU album Who Got the
Gravy in which she
appeared under the name
DU Goddess, Mystic then
went on to record her first
single, a cover of Billie Holiday's "Gloomy Sunday"
before landing a deal at her
current home Goodvibe
Recordings.
With her debut album in
stores, entitled Cuts for Luck
and Scars for Freedom,
Mystic, currently a headliner fur the Sisters for HipHop and Soul Tour, has
slowly been coming out of
her underground status and
receiving the attention she
deserves. 'The tour is going
beautifully," said Mystic in a
recent telephone interview
with The Hilltop.
'The fans have been great,

Can I Get Some
Fries With That
Shake?
HELLNO!!
By NATALIE GUNN
Contributing Writer
Every girl on Howard University's campus can relate to having unsolicited and
unwanted attention from the locals and
Howard men alike, but usually the
unwanted attention is coming from the
locals. Today I have had enough!
As I was leaving the Towers, heading fur
my morning classes, I received an
unwanted comment that really set me
off. Now, usually, !just walk by ignoring
the men, their hungry stares, and sometimes nasty comments, but today was
different. I couldn't take it anymore, and
I just couldn't understand why men would
feel the need to make such raunchy statements and harass the women that work
and go to school here.
I turned slowly around and looked the
verbal abuser directly in his eyes. He
looked back as if to say, "thank god, I've
finally got one with my mindless cheap
comments," but I had news for him.
"What do you think you are accomplishing by calling out to me like that?" I said.
All the abuser could say was "I thought
that you would like it. I was just tryin to
compliment you."
"Well, you didn't, and I don't like to be
addressed like that and neither do any of
the other women that you try and "holla''
at, so I suggest that you try a new
approach."
The verbal abuser, who looked like a
regular in the McDonalds parking lo~ was
completely shocked, and his friends were
laughing at him for "getting played" by
me, I had nothing else to say to him so I
walked away not caring that he was
yelling yet more obscenities at me for trying to help him realize that he was making a fool out of himself every time he
opened his mouth to try and get some girls
attention. I failed to realize that I could
have gotten away without further verbal
abuse if I had left immediately after
speaking to him.
As I went through the rest of my day, I
couldn't help but reflect on the events of
the morning, I spoke about it with several of my friends who agreed that the
ignorant comments from some of the
people that worked and lived in the inunediate area around Howard were out of
control.
They made comments like" I know girl,
it has happened to me more than a few
times, but I am too scared to talk back to
my attacker" and when I would ask why
they were afraid to speak back the answer
was always the same" I have seen the verbal abuser turn violent." Personally, I can
understand. At one point my freshmen
year, a verbal abuser threw a glass bottle
at my friends and me because we didn't
respond the way he wanted us to.
After fmishing my classes, I started
back toward the Towers and I realized that
I wanted to ask some of the other men that
were loitering around the area next to
McDonalds why they did and said the
things that they did to Howard women.
The response was what you might expect
from most of them. Something along the
lines of" I don't do it to disrespect. I just
think that lovely ladies should be complimented." Well, we, as ladies, all know
that those comments, sometimes as flattering as they are (this is meant sarcastically), are truly not welcome.
My interviewing and finding nothing
new on the reasons why the men here do
the things they do won't better prepare you
to battle with the locals, but I can offer you
one piece of advice. Ladies, every once
in a while, stop and tell those men that
harass you what you think about them,
You don't have to be really upset like I
was, butin a conversational way, tell them
what you think. I guarantee that will shut
them up long enough for them to try and
think of something else to say to you and
fur you to get down the sidewalk. Some
may be so caught off guard that they
might not even get a response out. Beyond
tha~ the only other advice I can offer you
in this matter is to walk quickly, and carry
a big bottle of mace (fur those really
bothersome cases).

•

Mystics works her magic at the House of Blues in Chicago. and it's great to see so many

By JozEN CUMMINGS
Hilltop Staff Writer
When was the last time we heard an album in
which the artist has left their very heart and soul
in the studio? Ever since The Miseducation of
Lauryn Hill dropped in 1998, the music industry has been saturated with neo-soul artists trying to "keep it real;' leaving both fans and industry-types begging the question, will there ever be
another Lauryn Hill?
The closest answer to these questions can be
found in rapper/singer Mystic. Growing up in the
Califurnia Bay Area, Mystic began her record-

black people and women
enjoying themselves." The tour, which also
includes India,Aire, has been a great experience
for Mystic, especially in a musical sense.
"India.Aire is an incredible artist and a very positive sista, just being around her and watching her
work along with her band has taught me so
much."
Although being on tour with India.Aire has
proved to be beneficial to Mystic, the exposure
can also lead some to believe Mystic is just another female rapper-singer who wants to play a role
model for women, yet this is hardly the case. "I
definitely want to be labeled as an artist before

•
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I'm labeled as a role
model," she said, "I think
the reason I am a role
model is because women
look towards my music to
find some healing and
understanding, which is
fine so long as they understand I am an artist who is
always changing."
While tracks on her
album such as "Girlfriend
Sistagirl" can provide a
positive message to young
women everywhere, Mystic chose not to go down the
road of women awareness
on her album. "To be honest with you, I think the
album is more directed
towards men than it is
women, which is probably
due to my upbringing."
Mystic, who was raised
almost her entire lire by her
mother (her father was a
drug-addict who would
come in and out of her life,
and eventually passed as a
result of a heroin overdose),
recalls being the neighborhood tomboy. "When I was
growing up, I never kicked
On tour with other women of Hip-Hop Mystic mixes mymes with the blues.
it with a lot of girls. Usually, it would be me and one
sity than anything else, "Even in everyday life if
of my girlfriends or me by myself with a bunch you can put a person in a category it helps other
of guys," says the 27-year old former B-girl.
people to identify with the person a lot easier."
Along with the struggle of shedding the "milCertainly, while everyone will definitely be able
itant woman" label, Mystic must also battle the to grasp the concept of Mystic's music by readshadow cast by her contemporaries, the biggest ing the comparisons of Lauryn Hill, Cuts for
shadow being that of Lauryn Hill's. While most Luck and Scars for Freedom deserves more than
artist hate to be compared to any artist no mat- a chance. Part emcee, part poet, part singer, and
ter how accurate the comparison may be, Mys-

all artist, Mystic is not the answer in our quest

tic remains understanding. "To be mentioned in
the same company as Lauryn is great, but I think
people do it because we're both women and we
both rhyme and sing on our albums."
In Mystics opinion, labels are more of a neces-

for the next Lauryn Hill, rather she only brings
up another question; Will there ever be another
Mystic?

Students Turn to Internet for Cheap Holi
By DONOVAN B. Fox
Contributing Writer
As the holidays approach Howard University students are making their final decisions
on the cheapest way to travel home.
"My mother will make sure I get my plane
tickets," said freshman Darryl Payton from
California.
But for those students who don't have that
luxury, prices are a concern. For some students traditional travel agencies have become
tiring and tedious.
"I hate it when I have to travel because I
have to call all of these different people hoping for a deal;' said senior Karen Clifford from
Denver, Colorado,
However, the number of students hoping to
travel by air this year that are now using the

e
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Internet to book their flights is increasing.
"I always use the Internet to get my tickets
home," said sophomore Kaleena Smith from
Atlanta. Over the past four years Internet
travel Web sites have flourished.
Today almost every airline has
their own homepage making
booking easier for patrons.
But for Internet users, new discount
travel Web sites are
also available, For example,
Expedia.com, CheapTickets.com, Travelocity.com, Priceline,com, and for international
travel EconomyTravel.com ·are just a few of
these Web sites competing for consumers.
All of these discount travel sites have their

own way of offering deals on flights. Priceline,com allows the customers to decide themselves how much they want
to pay. " I always use
Priceline.com because
it allows you to set
your own price.
Knowing I can do that
helps me know I am getting the
b e s t
deal " said
Junior Portia' Thornton from Alabama.
Discount sites are constantly in search for
the lowest airfare. From flights ranging in
price from $172 to $384 from Washington to
Chicago, a travel site probably will be able to
get you the flight for the lowest price available,

Also, to give more discounts some of these
sites will give 10 percent and 25 percent discounts on certain flights. "The sites are working for the customer," said Mike Ward from
Cleveland, Ohio.
Student Advantage is giving students 15
percent discounts on Amtrak and Greyhound
tickets, also. The program is also offering discounts on -airfare on US Air. If you don't have
a Student Advantage card yet visit their website at Studentadvantage.com and check out
some of their travel discounts,
Also try to book your flights as soon as possible, Another quick tip is one should book
one's travel plans prior to the holiday rush to
ensure the lowest possible fare. Remember
these Web site deals won't last forever, These
deals are frrst come frrst serve, so don't wait
and miss out.

•
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·students Explore the Art of Undergarment Selection

Thongs are getting more wear this season.

By HAROLD EICHELBERGER
Hilltop Staff Writer
An unspoken fashion trend lies beneath.
his trend is one not usually spoken about, but
loved by both sexes, This trend lies in the art
of panty selection. In a season of the thong and
attempts by women to match their undergarments from upper torso to lower abdomen,
panties have a world of their own.
This world consists of a variety that triggers
the sexual and stylish sense of many. Face it,
there is more to drawers than bloomers. In the
female lies the art of sensuality that can be

seen visually in the panties that she selects
whether they are thongs, seat-less, G-string,
V-cut, or even prints.
In the taste of various women there is a
range of assortment in that top drawer to her
armoire, In fact, she has an array of preferences that she wears to satisfy her own inner
sexuality and that of her admirer, An anonymous female student said, "I like Vicky's
(Victoria's Secret) because of their bikini,
satin, and seat-less selection. I also wear
thongs a lot more because they do not expose
the panty line. Thongs have a more sexual flavor. There is also the satin g-string, It can be
more sexual."
With the holiday season now at hand, Victoria Secret is promoting more than just the
regular panties. Besides the coloration that
lulls the eye due to the panty that contours the
shape of the woman, the bras that match the
panty are just as important. According to the
Victoria Secret of Chevy Chase, red is definitely in for the holidays along with lots of glitter and sequence in the panties as well as in
the bras. Victoria Secret admits that their best
seller are not panties; ironically it is the Very
Sexy Miracle Bra and lace push up bras,
Just as women know what they want to

wear, guys know what they want to see, "I like
the cheetah print panties. I also like red along
with other dark colors, I like those kinds. That
is what I love to see," said Artis Johnson
sophomore computer science major.
According to Donald Darling, sophomore
computer science major, "I love thongs.
Straight thongs, I love see-through." To match
a taste for thongs, many females out there are
thong lovers,
According to another Howard University
female student she said, "I am definitely a
thong type of person. It serves the purpose of
not having the panty line. My favorites are
Mickey Mouse and Winnie the Pooh. I am not
,down with satin and lace. I am more of a typical average type of person."
But there is also another side to the wonderful world of panties, Frederick's of Hollywood in Pentagon City admits to their new
winter fashion designs. As of right now, they
are promoting the tie around panties that tie
around the waist. They also have the g-string
panty that ties around the waist as well. To
keep in the spirit of the holidays, Frederick's
has a hot selling item, which happens to be the
Mrs. Santa outfit. For those not interested in
Mrs. Santa, the Marbou Baby Doll suit is in,

G-strings have put places like Victoria's Secret's

on many HU women's shopping list.

It happens to be their best seller,
No matter what your personal preference
is when it comes to matching acute femininity with that perfect pair of panties, deep
inside there is a style that all of us appreciate
when it comes to the fashion of women that
promotes the qualities that makes her a lady,
We all have our different tastes, likes, and dislikes, but in the world that goes under that pair
of pants, skirt, or dress, pure fashion lies
beneath, Just as Darling said, "Just sexy, Just
sexy."
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By Takira Alexander
Hilltop Staff Writer

pocket money.
Once your budget is set, it's time to shop. Remember to
include the gifts you would like to give each person on
your list and estimate its cost. "First, set a budget for total
gift giving. Make a list of all gifts to be bought and decide
before you begin shopping how to divide gift money," said
Dr. Lynn White, family economics expert with the Texas
Agriculture Extension Service.
Make a list showing the money allotted for each gift.
When shopping, keep the money for each gift in mind;
don't look at items outside the budget limit. If a special
buy that saves money on a gift is found, keep track of the
savings and decide how to use these savings.
" Shop alone when possible," advises White. It can be
easy for someone to divert your spending strategy. Use
cash for all of your purchases, and avoid using charge
cards, which would tempt you to spend beyond your budget. Shop early and listen out for holiday sales on radio,
T.V. or check the Internet and newspaper advertisements.
Many students on campus are finding various alternatives
to competing with the scarce holiday spending. "I am
waiting until after Christmas when everything will be halfoff and I will catch the New Year's sales," said junior

It's that time of year again, when we scramble to do overtime at work or pick up a seasonal job, all in the name of
money. As we approach the holiday season, time is running out for those who are trying to save to buy that special gift. Many people feel pressured to spend money during the holiday on nice gifts.
However, with all that has taken place within the last three
months, the question remains whether we will have the
money to spend as individuals and as an entire country.
Will we be able to shop for six people, if on a budget for
four? Practicing smart spending habits when buying holiday gifts is a good way to make the holiday season easier on your wallet.
So you want to know how custom fit your budget? To figure this out, factor the amount of money you make every
week or every other. Determine how much money is left
over after bills and other necessities are paid. In addition,
factor money from outside sources such as refund checks,
tax refund, loans, and monetary gifts. Sort out the
amount you want to spend on gifts and what you want as

Naomi Yaun. Several other students agreed with after-holiday shopping.
Another alternative for students is picking up seasonal
jobs. Other options of gift giving include cooking, cleaning, and even building a gift. Some students said whether
they give gifts, they still wanted to have money to travel
with or enjoy themselves.
On the national level, the retail industry is bracing for a
big lump of coal this holiday season, but some retail segments have found a silver lining. According to Deloitte
Research, the shrewdest retailers may even achieve better gross margin this year than last year. "Overall, we
expect retail spending over the 2001 holiday season to
decline about 1% compared to a 3.1 % increase last year,"
says Deloitte Research Chief Economist, Carl Steidtmann.
However, American consumers may be more composed

about shopping this season than originally predicted. Consumers plan to spend an average of $940 per household
this holiday season. In spite of September 11th , many
Americans do not plan to drastically alter their holiday
shopping behavior this year. In respect to college students,
young adults aged 18 to 24 years old appear to be par-

ticularly in the holiday mood. They are significantly more
likely than other age groups to buy gifts and cards.
However, the events of September 11th are not the entire
reason for less spending this year. In fact, the World Trade
Center attacks only enlarged the overall picture of the
economy. "Before the terrible events, this was not going
to be a very good selling season," says Steidtman. Unemployment was rising; industrial production was in a steep
decline. Corporate profitability was in full retreat.
Holiday spending is somewhat part of the trickle down
effect. In other words, if unemployment goes up, then
fewer jobs are offered. Less people have money to spend,
and that sends retailers in a tailspin to raise revenue. As
students, our spending is determined by how the economy runs.
•
Be wise in what you purchase and watch your debts. How
we spend now ca, bring a lasting affect on our spending
years from now. Stay within your budget and hold off on
less important items. By sticking to your holiday budget, you can help yourself avoid stacks of costly bills in
the New Year.

An Experience to Remember:

ristmas
By Natalie Gunn
Contributing Writer

The hottest items on the list 1
so far have ranged from a l
Tiffany Heart Tag toggle ',
l
necklace with matching ,
bracelet in sterling silver, for ,
her (found at Tiffany.com) to \
the most advanced technology 1
in Palm Pilots, for him (found
at Palm.com).
\
Another item that has topped
,
the ladies list is leather.
Leather is hot! And some of
the stores that are promoting
leather in their Christmas lineups are the Gap, Bebe, and
1
Express. Leather jackets are
often a nice piece that would
compliment any woman's
wardrobe and keep her warm
all winter long. And how
many women do you know
that would turn down a sexy pair of leather pants?
Men have topped their lists with wool sweaters and electronics such as the latest in video games, TV's, Palm
Pilots, DVD players and the list goes on. There isn't a man
out there who wouldn't love to wake up Christmas morning to a new palm pilot or the latest in the cell phone craze.
Other less costly items that maybe found on list of both

Christmas time is coming, which usually means SHOPPING! This year will not be different even with the
events of September 11, 200 l behind us. There will still
be

ONY
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sexes are pajamas; everyone can always use an extra pair
of warm pajamas for the winter. Scarves and mittens are

i

the
annual race to the mall in hopes of finding that special
something for that special someone, that perfect gift for
mom, dad or anyone else that maybe on your list.

cott
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By Viola Forbin
Contributing Writer
Jill Scott is back with a bang! With her acclaimed Grammy nominated album, "Who Is Jill Scott? Words & Sounds:
Volume, I" she made he, mark on the music scene. Her freshness and realness dazzled brothers and sisters alike. With more
than two million copies of her debut album sold, four Lady
of Soul awards, one Soul Train award, three Grammy and two
MTV Video Award nominations she literally took the scene
by storm.
"Experience: Jill Scott" is the eagerly awaited follow up to
her double platinum debut is a two-disc set featuring 11 live
songs and 10 unreleased new tracks.
The first c.d. carries the live songs recorded at her Washington DC concert in Constitutional Hall on August 26th. It
brilliantly captures the phenomenal energy that has attracted so many to her music. This live album features 11 ingeniously rearranged songs that made fans love and appreciate
the first album. Among the live songs are" Love Rain,"" He
Loves Me," "Do You Remember," ''Its Love," and 'The Way."
The second c.d. "+" includes collaborations with 4Hero and
Common. The whole c.d. is a masterpiece, and once again
her love ballads and potent words transmit socially conscious
messages.
Her insightful poem ''The Thickness" is inspired by her
observations of young women today. It tells the story of many
a young woman that do not see the beauty in their inner beings
because of the forms society places around them that do not
help cultivate love and respect of self.
The definitions of beauty are distorted and in the vain shadow chasing, the beautiful person underneath is never appre-

always good to keep ears and hands warm. Movie passes are also a big hit. They are relatively inexpensive, and
most people find them satisfying. In some cases, you
might be able to cash in on them too, supposing you give
them to the right person.

Top 10

eason

ciated, respected or loved. The story is shockingly real as it
tells the sad fate of many "big" girls who as a lack of selflove live their lives in total disrespect of their bodies. It is a
beautiful real poem that can be told over and over and still be
so sadly true.
"High Post Brotha" is a track that features Common. The
soulful tune is a miniature view of typical relationships in our
society today. It teasingly furces us to ask ourselves what we
really want out of relationships. "Everybody wants the superstar who got cars and ice ... " What kind of men are sisters
down fur? " Yeah sista he got money and things ... but is he

Additional satisfying Christmas gift ideas can be forwarded to Natalie Gunn, at Nataliegunn@aol.com. This
is the first in a series of Christmas wish list stories. Next
week: Stocking Stuffers.

nice?" This

is certainly a
track that
would force
some to soul
search.
" 0 n e
Time" is a
love ballad
that is a duet
with Eric
Robinson. It
is a playful
I'm-loveand ecstaticab out - it
kind
of
piece. You
C O U J d
almost hear
Jill singing
with a smile
on her face!
If Monday
mornings
are a problem , "Gotta
Get
Up
Jill Scott
(Another
Day)" featuring newcomer 4Hero, would help you get on your
feet. "I don't want go to work today, I rather stay home and
play video games ... rather chill ... but I gotta get up 'cause
complacency ain't gonna get me anywhere ... "
Typical Jilly from Philly style is the bonus-hidden tracks.
There is a remix of "Gotta Get up (Another Day)" and a techno mix of "He Loves Me."
"Experience: Jill Scott" will certainly have Jill Scott fans
wanting her Volume 2 ASAP Her music is truly uplifting and
the tunes resonate music with both integrity and dignity.
It is a c.d. to proudly own. The songs are music drive to,
sing in the shower, cook, clean ... and better yet; think about.

ost Romantic Albums To Get You In The

By Jozen Cummings
Hilltop Staff Writer

Jackson, to Miles Davis and Silk, but nevertheless, the numbers
do not lie, and the scores have been tallied.

Music has a purpose. Some people feel music should entertain
and make us move our bodies. Other's feel music should be a healer of sorts. Whenever we are going through struggling times, music
should have the power to uplift us rut of those hard times. Whether
we are feeling sad, happy, or angry, music can provide the mood
to match our emotions. Yet during those times when we are in
the mood fur romance, what album do we put play?
To answer the latter question, I00 students, 50 males and 50
females, were asked to
name the one artist they choose when it's time to turn out the
lights and light a candle.
From their answers, the top five artists fur females and the top
fiveartistsfurmaleswereranked. Unfurtunately,someartistwho
did not make the list were everyone from Chico Debarge and Janet

the perfect soundtrack to help enhance those times. Some
females sighted R's lytics as the trick to persuasion, others sighted the strength of his voice. While both of these factors may or
may not be the reason women are crazy fur him, men should never
deny the man responsible fur 12 Play and 1P2.com.

Females:
5) Luther Vandross (Big Luther): With songs such as lf this
\lbrld \\ere Mine and Here and Now Luther Vandross has been
responsible fur being one of the more romantic balladeers in the
days of bumping and grinding.

R.Kelly

Males:

4) 112: Puff Daddy's quartet, Daron, Mike, Q, and lead singer
Slim, have been blessing ladies with their sultry voices since the
release of their first single Cupid off their self-titled debut ''Their
voices make even the fastest song still sound smooth," says freshman Psychology majo~ Makia Kambon.

5) Marvin Gaye: While he may no longer be putting out
albums, themajotity of students must be furever indebted to Marvin. If it had not been fur his music, some of us probably would
have never been born. Even after leaving our world over20 years
ago, some men still believe the best advice their parents ever gave
them is the way to a woman's heart is through the greatest hits of
Marvin.

3) Sade: Just last yeai; Sade released her fiflh album entitled
Lovers Rock to, not only rave reviews by critics, but students as
well. While a number of females listed Lovers Rock as their specific choice, others took note of her Best ofSade compilation featuring classic hits such as The Sweetest Taboo.

4) Isley Brothers: Who can deny these brothers their props? If
Marvin was not the reason behind our conception, then chances
are it might be the Isley's. Befure his modern day hit Contagious,
Ron Isley and his fellow brethren were making everyone fall in
love with songs such as Smnoth Sailing and Between the Sheets.

2) Maxwell: Befure any man probably hears the words "I Love
Yoo" fromhisromanticinterestthey will more likely hear "I Love
Maxwell". Ever since the R&B crooner debuted with Urban
Hang Suite, Maxwell has seduced ladies with his
soulful soprano voice. One song in particulru; the live version
of Thi, llbman.i W,rk off Maxwell Unplugged is a classic song
of seduction.

Jodeci: BefureKC &JoJo, therewasJodeci. Befuretheirunfurtunate break-up, these
fuurmen pulled no punches when it came time to tell a girl what
they wanted. From Forever my Ladyto The Slim,i The Afterfurt)I
and The Hotel, Jodeci proved they knew how to woo a woman.
Men were usingJodeci throughout th, 90's and into 2001 to arouse
their women.

R. Kelley: Yes fellas, the women of Howard University have
confirmed it When it
comes to romantic moods and intimate moments, R. Kelley is

Maxwell: Looks like some men just know what women want
to h= Just like the
ladies who were polled, many men felt when it comes time to

ood

get a woman in the mood, Maxwell will definitely do the trick.
R. Kelley: Even though women complain about a man not
knowing what a woman
wants, when it comes to music, the majority of men, in light of
R. Kelley, definitely know a woman's needs. ''His music is just
smooth," says freshman Political Science Major Aaron Nelson,
"and the things he says in his lytics are exactly what women are
trying to hear and men are trying to say".

There we have it ladies and gentleman, both women and men
have declared R. Kelley their top choice fur a night of romance
and intimacy. Of course fur some of us R. Kelley may not be the
answer. Maybe the answer is Marvin Gaye fur some, or even
Maxwell. Regardless of the music that is chosen, the most
important decision is whom we hear the music with.
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Deck Your Dorm Room This Holiday Season
By Courtney Wade
Hilltop Staff Writer

some travel home to their families. Students who are from
outside of the District and live on Howard's campus feel that
decorating can be a reminder of personal family traditions as
well as a public symbol of their faith.
''Wedoit(decorate) to make us happy ... We're not around
our families," said Tonya Reed a psychology major. This is
true fur so many Howard students. Decorating for the coming holiday season will not only make you feel at home, but
it is bound to brighten your day as well a someone else's.
With decorating, there is no limit to the possibilities, and
you're completely in charge of the visual representation that
you want to make. Whether your decoration motif calls for
simple scented, unlit, red and green candles on top of your
dresser, and a few small leaves of mistletoe hung over your
door, or a six-fuot, illuminated, "Ho! Ho!"-Hoing Santa Oaus

With the month of November almost ove~ it is time to begin
the annual traditions that help us welcome the holiday spir·it into our hearts. These traditions include cooking, baking,
'
-eating, and shopping for friends and family, visiting the sick
· and imprisoned, donating money, time, and of course, decorating. Decorating can invite the holiday spirit to help you
to make positive changes to impact your community and the
world which definitely needs lots of positive energy and action
during these turbulent, violent times.
. Why decomte? Decorating your dormitory living space
·can be a fun way for busy friends and classmates too spend
quality time together during this special time of year befure

'

•

complete with the red overalls, the wooden sleigh, twelve harnessed reindeer, and gigantic sack of goodies standing next
in the corner next to the look-so-real white tree with gold garland trimmings and authentic, smoke-puffing, carol singing.
"choo-chooing" train set, it doesn't matter because you're the
boss.
For the most part, Howard students planned to retrieve their
holiday paraphernalia during the approaching Thanksgiving
Break that will began after classes on the 21st. Dorm decorations in particular do not have to be.the expensive heirlooms
passed down from generation to generation by "Big Ma."
However, inexpensive or expensive an item may be the true
value can be found in the unique way that it transforms your
dorm room and/or suite into an atmosphere that beams with
holiday joy and spirit. Also, some of the most priceless items

'

just may be the ornaments that you make with your own two
hands like you did in kindergarten and grade school.
However, if you are not the creative type, there are several
stores that offer creative ready-made decoration ideas for reasonably low prices. Target and Wal-Mart are two of these
stores that can meet the needs of any decorator on a strict college budget. Depending on what you are looking for, the
prices for moderate decorations like: candles, candle holders, wreaths, candy dishes, lights, stocking holders, and even
holiday figurines range from $5 to $25.
Nevertheless, money should not be an issue concerning holiday ornamentation. Everyone has two hands and an imagination, and that's all you need to turn your college dorm room
into a Winter Wonderland that even the Grinch himself can
appreciate!
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Giving to your local
,:

Community Services

•'•
'·

Fund through the

9

United Way Campaign

New School University

promotes learning -

Robert J. Milano Graduate School
of Management and Urban Policy

Ami Lehr
Andersen LLP

BEFORE kids even

United Way Supporter

start school.

Earn a Master of Science degree in:
• Health Services Management and Policy
• Human Resources Management
• Nonprofit Management
• Organizational Change Management
• Urban Policy Analysis and Management

'

Ph.D. degree:
• Public 6 Urban Policy

•

December 5, 11 & 13

6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

Program Concentrations in:
• Strategic Health Management
• International Policy 6 Program Managntent
• Community Development 6 Nonprofit Management
• Housing 6 Community Developntent
• Finance 6 Economic Development
• Workforce Development

• Soc,al Policy

success b~

s•)(.®

1

Courses Available:
On-Line·
Day and Evening •
Saturday·
Site-line (1/2 on-line and 1/2 in-class) •
Degree and Non-Degree •

Your Best Way To Care.

'

Serving People and Communities in Alexandria • Arlington • District of Columbia
Fairfax-Falls Church • Loudoun • Montgomery • Prince George's • Prince William

call for information 212-229-5462 ext. 521
72 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10011

uc~~:.~:Y

.newschool.edu/milano/
'

202-488-2000 • www.unitedwaynca.org
'

'
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Holiday Season <]its
•
A Lukewarm Star.t
Top U.S. retailers openect;Jhe holiday-shopping season Jast 'Priday
with expanded hours and a~ive
discounts and early-bird specials in
hope of getting consumers 1Jack in
the buying mood.
So how'd they do? Not great.
Shoppers didn't show up i/(Overwhelming numbers, and theit.' purchases were sensible and selective.
Roughly 62.1 million people \'!Slted a
mall on Friday, an 8.1% decline from
last year, according to RCT liYstems
,
Inc.'s National Retail Traffic Irtdex,
which counts the number of tleople
who come in the doors at a SM!pling
of the nation's 1,500 enclosed lflalls.
At department stores, the decline
was steeper, at 12.4%.
,
But the news wasn't all b.;ld for
retail. Online shoppers spefit )nore
on Monday of this week than they
did any previous day th,is,}'ear,
spending more than $220 ll!ilhon,
according to estimates by CorhScore
Networks Inc. Because the bulk of
online spending tends tb occur during the workweek, when m~ ilsers
have access to high-speed Internet
connections, Monday _was considered by some to be the first t!1le test
of online holiday sales.
,.
'

.

Now It's Official:
:Recession's Here
•

.•

. f;

••

•

panel of leading econ01illsts,
the National Bureau of E~dhbmic
Research, announced tli:i.!;~- the
longest expansion on record gave
way to recession in March. _'!'he
announcement could gi~ ;new
:urgency to a goverment ctebf(te·over
·the proposed economic-~irtlu1us
package. Republicans Iav'oi1,l~ing
the package with_ ta~,~;nts;
Democrats want to boost s~g.
A

Energy Giant Enron

Gauging Recession
Indicators tracked by the National Bureau of
Economic Research to date the onset of re-

cession in March 2001 (1.00 = March 2001)
Employment
Payrolls peaked in March, and since then are
off 0. 7%.
1.04

•

Current.

1.02
1.00
0,98;
0.96 ~ ,.,

!
•
••

0.94

i
'
....
Avet9ge•

Q.92 ·,..,I';-..:;', .,,. ~., ,.,J, < \., <,.,. ~,;, . ,. b., ,~.,:.,,.,.,

1999

2000

2001

2002

Industrial Production
Output has fallen 6% since September 2000,
when production peaked.
1.04
1.02
1.000.98

'

0.96,:....,.

0.94

Average•

0.92 , , r, , , , , , , , , , , r , , : , , , , , , , , i,

1999

2000

, , , , , , ,

2001

2002

*Average for the past six recessions
Source: National Bureau of Economic Research

Microsoft agreed in the settlement to provide more than $1.1 billion in software and computers to
over 14,000 of the nation's poorest
schools. But the settlement would do
nothing to deter future anticompetitive conduct, said Ed Black, president of the Computer and
Communications
lndustry
Association, in a letter to U.S.
District Court Judge J. Frederick
Motz.
Microsoft had no immediate comment. Plaintiffs' attorney Stanley
Chesley hadn't seen Mr. Black's letter, but said there are provisions in
the settlement that would address
concerns that Microsoft's gifts would
enable it to dominate the educational software market. Meanwhile, the
Senate Judiciary Committee plans to
question state and federal antitrust
enforcers on whether the proposed

bm

'
·.
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• Early Birds Fare Better
In This Job Market -- •

For Networldng Contacts
, '
"
Why should students intef&ted
in

a particular profession consider
talking to their schobls' alti!hni?
Because these grads are the voic• j"

JOHN LIPPMAN

nee upon a time there were
two orphans named Harry
Potter and Frodo Baggins.
Harry knew magic, Frodo
liked adventure, and both
were adopted by the same
corporate parent, AOL Time Warner
Inc.
But the two were raised very differently. Harry was coddled with
close supervision, while Frodo was
pretty much igoored. Now they're
heading out into the world, and the
movie world is waiting to see how
their fates will compare.
"Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's
Stone," produced by AOL's Warner
Bros. unit, opened Nov. 16 in about
3,670 theaters across the country. In
about three weeks, on Dec. 19, AOL's
New Line Cinema unit will release
"The Fellowship of the Ring," based
on J.R.R. Tolkien's "Lord of the
Rings" trilogy about the Hobbit
Frodo Baggins.
Faith in the Future
Both movies are the first installment in series that will unfold over
the next three to six years. In each
case, AOL has taken Hollywood's infatuation with sequels to a dizzying
new level by creating a film "franchise" before the first movie has established credibility at the box office. Production on "Harry Potter
and the Chamber of Secrets," the sequel to "Sorcerer's Stone," began
days after the movie's release.
Warner Bros. acquired the movie
rights to the first four Potter books,
and it holds an option for the next
three. Three "Lord of the Rings"
movies have been produced simulta-

I

Microsoft's business practices.

Dealers Slash Prices
Enron Corp., the ell!lr~ng
company at the center df the
Of Used Cars
nation's vast deregulated m~et for
electricity and natural gas, ~bled
As buyers pounce on Detroit's
on the brink of collapse aftef·creditfinancing deals for new vehicles,
rating agencies downgradeci!lfslilebt
inventories of used cars are piling
to junk status.
, i; ;up, forcing most used-car dealers to
The company made mull!l 'ot its
slash prices to move vehicles off
'
profit by buying and sellin!!);llnergy
their lots. But some are holding back
many times over, captili'irtg\lh~ -difand expanding their used-car lineference between buyer§\~'-and
ups even more, on a bet that
sellers' offers. By lasf yeaif,l\:iiton
demand for new cars will weaken
was in the middle of about ~'\luarearly next year when the attractive
ter of the electricity anll nl!.yai-gas
financing offers end.
deals done in the U.S.
· ·
Enron came ungllled l~-e'eent
Controversy Erupts
weeks, after it disclosed a
quarterly loss and The Waueet
Over 'Time Machine'
Journal reported that the c ·_ny's
chief financial officer and other
CBS has gotten into a spat with
executives had profite~ IJ!'!fiionally
some of its affiliates over a technolofrom partnerships that,Eritll!';tlsed
gy that lets TV stations condense
to move assets on and nlf ~ks.
shows to slip in more commercials.
Enron shares plunged toleSS tliiin $1
Many stations use the so-called Time
this week-after staI'tlllg !hi!~_ear
Machine to squeeze more time out
above $80.
. -- • ,.
of, say, a local news show. But proFollowing the ratings armi\tiitcegramming that a local station
ments-which force Enron to accelreceives from an outside source-a
erate repayment of billions of tjolrars
network or a professional sports
of debt from cash it doesn't, haveorganization-usually has strict limits smaller rival, Dynegy Inc;, ccalled
its on local commercials.
off a planned merger. -O~i(~gy
Controversy erupted this month
~ccused Enron of "miSrep~~ehta- · when Pittsburgh CBS station KDKA
tions"-an allegation Etlro~det\ied
was caught using the Time Machine
and is expected to conte§t in·~during a pro-football game. Later,
Enron's fall will resllape'±lie U.S.
CBS learned that other stations it
energy business, casting d011bt on
owns were also using the Time
the belief that gas and eli!l:tricity
Machine to insert additional commarkets should be lightly regulated,
mercials into prime-time network
with their management largely left
programs. A top CBS executive said
to traders. The downgrade news
all of the CBS-owned stations have
helped drive up gas prices and sent
been told to stop using the machine
traders fleeing to other 'trading
in all circumstances.
forums.
,..,.
The Time Machine works by cutting out repetitive video frames.
Trade Group Fighti ·
Each second of a television show
usually has 30 video frames. But
Microsoft Settlement
often several of those frames will be
identical-a lingering shot of someA trade association representing
one standing against a lamppost, for
competitors of Microsoft Co_tp. is
example. The machine can remove
urging a federal judge in Baltimore
to reject a proposed settlement of
more than 100 class-action antitrust
How to contact us:
suits against the company. ·· -·
Campus Edition@wsj.com

College seniors who procrastinate
may worsen their pligiJt, say
career-services experts. The best
opportunities usually are snapped
up well before graduatiOh,_especially when the job rn4tket is
weakening.
• Alumni Are the Answer

By

wasn't a slave to the Tolkien
world: He eliminated Tom Bombadil, a character beloved by
fans, because the character didn't
fit into the narrative that he and
his writing partner, Fran Walsh,
had devised.
Hobbit-Sized Actors
Mr. Jackson pitched New Line
on making "Rings" after Walt Disney Co.'s Miramax pulled out because he wouldn't meet Miramax's demand to condense the
three books into a single, twohour movie. He arrived brandishing conceptual desigos from
••
artists Alan Lee and John Howe,
•</If"
who illustrated and provided the
ni covers for the Tolkien books. He
,
also brought a 40-minute tape
that showed everything from the
misty New Zealand landscape
Photos courtesy of AP/Wide World Photo: Warner Bros.
where the movie would be shot to
demonstrations of "forced perAOL Time Warner is hoping 'The Fellowship of the Ring' (above) and 'Harry Potter and the
spective" showing how he would
Sorceror's Stone' will spawn film and merchandise franchises for years to come. despite widely shrink the actors to a Hobbitdiffering marketing and production approaches by the films' studios.
sized 3 feet, 6 inches.
New Line spent about $275
neously.
advanced screenings of "Potter."
million to make the three "Rings"
Young Harry's success is already New Line isn't conducting test movies, and it's spending at least $50
firmly in hand. The movie, which
screenings of its film, and it won't be
million more just to market the first
cost about $125 million to make, plus
shown to critics until early Decemone in the U.S. New Line executives
$40 million for U.S. marketing costs,
ber.
have said that more than two-thirds
is fast approaching $200 million in
Tolkien's estate has had no in- of the production budget has been
gross receipts in only its first two volvement in the making of the
covered by selling movie distribution
weeks. Earlier fears about the long
movie. And New Line's choice of a diand product-licensing rights. The
shadow that "Potter" creator J.K.
rector, New Zealander Peter Jackfilm is scheduled to open in more
Rowling was casting over the proson, has been applauded by indepenthan 3,000 theaters on Dec. 19.
duction-affecting everything from
dent filmmakers, who hail his 1994
The track record of Hollywood's
the choice of director to the desigo of thriller, "Heavenly Creatures," even other franchise movies has been unthe Potter merchandise that is hitthough it earned only $3 million in
even at best. Metro-Goldwynting store shelves-appear to have
world-wide ticket sales.
Mayer's James Bond movies and
been unfounded. Indeed, the film's
"Once you saw 'Heavenly CreaParamount Pictures' "Star Trek"
producer, David Heyman, has attribtures,' you knew he had it," says
movies already number in the double
uted much of the film's success to the
Saul Zaentz, producer of "Lord of the
digits. But Warner Bros.' "Lethal
fact that it hews so closely to the
Rings." Mr. Zaentz says Mr. JackWeapon" movies became too expenbook.
son's command of Tolkien's mytholsive alter No. 4, and the studio has
By contrast, the fate of "Fellowogy-the 40-year-old director started had problems developing a fifth
ship of the Ring" remains to be seen.
reading the books when he was 18"Batman" movie. Expectations were
Only about 30 people have seen adpersuaded the producers he had the high for Universal's comic book-invanced screenings so far, compared
right "passion" for the project.
spired "Darkman," but its two sewith some 30,000 to 40,000 who saw
At the same time, Mr. Jackson
quels went directly to video.

settlement does enough to curb

On Brink of Collapse

THIS WEEK AT:

AOL Varies lt.s Tricks
With 'Lord of Rings',
'Harry Potter' Seri.es

ake a Film Franchise

f,om

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.

es of experience, and they just
might have connections.
• Heading for a Career?
How to Look the Part
Unlike college, where "anything
goes" describes the dress code,
the work world imposes a host of
unwritten rules on attire. Students
and new grads can follow these
tips to show that they mean business .

Some Pout
As Lip

Uptick
A successful future starts
with The Wall Street Journal.

By EMILY NELSON
ipstick sales are red hot. So
why is no one smiling?
The reason is that women
traditionally turn to lipstick
when they cut back on life's
other luxuries. They see lipstick, which sells for as little as $1.99 at
a supermarket to $20-plus at a department store, as a reasonable indulgence and pick-me-up when they feel
they can't afford a whole new outfit.
"When lipstick sales go up, people
don't want to buy dresses," says
Leonard Lauder, chairman of Estee
Lauder Cos.
Lauder's Leading Lipstick Index
tracks lipstick sales across Estee
Lauder's many braods, which account
for sales of about half of all prestige
cosmetics in the U.S. and include Stila,
Origins, Bobbi Brown, MAC and Prescriptives. Since the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks, the index is up broadly, says
Mr. Lauder. The index also climbed
during past recessions, such as in
1990.
MAC factories started running extra shifts to produce more lipstick af.
ter Sept. 11. In the past three weeks,
sales of MAC lipstick and lip gloss
have grown 12% at stores open at least
a year, compared with the year ear-

You won't find a better resource
than The Journal for news and
industry trends that can help you
prepare for everything from life after
college to your next spring break.

~

- ..._ - .._ - -- _..,_ ....... -

~

what's news

With The Journal you'll get:
Knowledge and insight on how
textbook theories work in the real world
Customizable news when and how you want it
Briefing Books and 30-day archives - great for
company research and interview preparation
Summaries of the day's top news stories
Small Business Suite - tips and tools for
starting your own bui
mbas

lier.

"lt's like getting a haircut. It
makes you immediately feel better,"
says Meredith Foulke, a21-year-old senior at Auburn University. This year,
she doesn't plan on splurging for a new
suede handbag, she says, "but there's
always lipstick."
Llpstick sales at mass retailers
tracked by Information Resources
Inc., the market-research firm, rose
11% from August through October
compared with a year ago.
Sales of lipstick at Borghese Cosmetics Inc. are also up 12% since midSeptember vs. last year, spurred on by
saleswomen wearing T-shirts emblazoned with the American flag and the
words, "love, peace and lipstick."
Company executives in New York desigoed the T-shirts after noticing shoppers buying lipsticks and expressing
"a sense of defiance that 'they' aren't
going to disrupt our lives and take
away our simple pleasures," says
Georgette Mosbacher, the New Yorkbased company's chief executive.
Deep, bright lipstick shades are
now most popular, while pale, neutral
shades aren't selling as well, Ms. Mosbacher says. "This is a case of wanting
to brighten up ... [lipstick] has always
made women feel good.

......... ...._..._.......__. • _.., ... • * * - - ... - ...... - - ---~ .._ ....... -

+ •

I

A student subscription to The Wall Street
Journal includes both the print and online
(WSJ .com) editions. So, you can be sure that
you'll receive the most up-to-date news as well
as special tools to help you plan your career.

For more information about special subscription rates for students, call
1-800-975-8602 or visit info.wsj.com/students

t, THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.
©2001 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Giving to your local
Community Services
Fund through the
United Way Campaign
feeds those who

Burns toast.

Sheila Stapleton
National Association of
Broadcasters
United Way Supporter

would otherwise go to

••

bed hungry.

·'
'

,,

•
••

Some Gilts Just
Do More an Others.
Think about it. Most gifts are pretty unimaginative. Atoaster makes toast. A blender just blends. And
there are some gifts that no one knows what they're supposed to do.
But give Savings Bonds, and you'll be giving the gift of future possibilities-from a down payment
on a car to help with college tuition. With eight denominations to choose from, there's a size for every
occasion. You can select the popular Series EE Bond or the inflation-protected I Bond. They're
available through most banks, where you work, or automatically through the new Savings Bonds
EasySaver™ Plan at www.easysaver.gov.

collle
••
••
••
•
••
••
•

Call i-800-4US BOND for recorded
rate information, or write to:

•

Savings Bonds Pocket Guide,
Parkersburg, WV26J06-1328.

Your Best Way To Care.
202-488-2000 • www.unitedwaynca.org

•

"

Creating a
New Century•,/',-.
of Savings

SAVINGS
.BONDS

"
•

..

.'
••
••
•••
••
••
•••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•
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'•

•·
••
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Serving People and Communities in Alexandria • Arlington • District of Columbia
Fairfax-Falls Church • Loudoun • Montgomery • Prince George's • Prince WiUiam
Campaign

..
•

••
••
•••
••
••
•••
••
••
••
••
•

United Way

••
••
••
•
••
••
••

Brightens futures.

••
••
••
••
••
•
••
••
•

For complete information about U.S. Savings Bonds,
visit our Web site at www.savingsbonds.ge,v.

••
••
•
•••
••
••

A public service of this newspaper
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All HILLTOPICS are

SPRING BREAK

PARTY!
due, paid in full, t he
;
Indulge in FREE
Tuesday before
Travel,Drinks, Food,
publication date.
and Parties with the
Announcements by
Best DJ's and celebrities in
•
campus organizatrons
Cancun, Jamaica, Matatlan,
•
for meetings, sem1nars
and Bahamas.
or nonprofit are
Go to StudentCity.com,
call 1-800-293-1443
charged as individuals
or email
advertising for th e pur' sales@studentcity.com
pose of announci ng a
to find out more
service, buying or selling are charged $s for
the first 20 words and
YAA'S AFRICAN HAIR
BRAIDING
$1 for every
additional five wo rds. * HUMAN HAIR =$120.00
* INDIVIDUALS = $120.00
Local companies are
* PIXIES= $120.00
charged $10 for fl1rst 20 * KINKY TWIST=$160.00
words and

$2 for every All Medium Size Braids are

5 words thereafte r.
$120.00
Personal ads are $2 for KANEKALON is Provided
the first 10 words and except Human Hair.
Address:
$1 for every addi tional
2600 Sherman Avenue
5 words.
Washington, DC
ANNOUNCEMENTS

I

.

.

(near Howard University
Towers)

Attention:
Two Female Dancers to
Choregraph
and perform
two 4-minute pieces for
December art show,
small payment given
202-905-8133 or
reelgurl@rocketmail.com
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We spoke only once
Eloquent Conversation
Now your back is turned
-Hanssoj
- Tihm
'

Personal Whirlwind
Making my life much turmoil
Like you just the same
- Hanssoj Tihm

The Smut Peddler Returns to
the Mecca!! Ladies beware of
the Smut Peddlers. Holiday,
J Edgar Hoover, The Truth,
Dark & Ugly, Warren Snacks

The Ladies of
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc.,
Alpha Chapter
Present

''Sophistication''
An Afternoon Tea Social
for the
Women of
Howard University.
Sunday, December 2, 2001
Blackburn Reading Lounge
4:20 pm
Business Attire

Hilltop Needs
Administrative
Assistants

PERSONALS

#1 Spring Break Va cations!
Tel: 202-234-0650
Best Prices Guaran teed!
Cancun, Jamaica, Ba hamas
Happy Birthday Duval!
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
& Florida.
Best Prices Guaranteed!
now you can get
Book Early &
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
get free meal pla n.
drunk... legally!
Florida.
Earn cash & Go free!
Lady T(ina)
Book Early & get free meal plan.
Now hiring Campus Reps.
Now hiring Campus Reps
1-800-234-7007
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertonr s.com
endlessummertours.com

.

Spring Break wit h STS,

.
.

'

Americas # I
Student Tour Operator.
Promote trips on-campus
earn cash and free trips.
Info/Reservation s
1-800-648-4849 WWW. SIS tavel.com

.
SYLVIA'S HAIR DE SIGNS
3013 GEORGIA AVE.NW
202-726-1537
SPECIAL
PERM, CONDITION, TRIM
AND WRAP $29.95 THURS
DAYS& FRIDAYS
10AM-5PM
SATURDAY 9AM-2AM
"APPOINTMENTS ONLY"
"NEW CLIENTS 0 NLY"

A Quote to Know from
an SGRho
"Faith Is to believe what
you do not see; the
reward of this faith Is to
see what you believe."
Author: Unknown
WORK AT HOME
Person(s) needed to
collect Data from
property owners.
Must be able to make local phone
calls
for more information call
(301) 681- 2070

CALLING ALL
The HIiitop Needs
EPISCOPAL/ANGLICAN
STUDENTS AND F RIENDS: Administrative Assistants
ABSALOMJO NES
for Tuesday and
CANTERBURY STUDENT
Thursday. If your InterASSOCIATION I NVITES
ested please call 806YOU TO JOIN OUR WEEK6866.
LY BIBLE STUDY, FOOD,
Ask for Diahann
AND PRAYER TUESDAY
EVENINGS IN THE
CHAPEL LOUNGEFROM
7:30-9:00PM
STUDENTS FACULTY
HOPE TO SEE YOU
STAFF
THERE!!
TOP PRICES PAID FOR

'

RESUME-WEBSITES

GET YOUR RESUM EPUT
INSIDE OF YOUR OWN
RESUME-WEBSITE FOR $25.00!
Visit:

www.eshelps.com/web/business/jazzzil

USED AND UNWANTED
TEXTBOOKS TJ BOOK
SERVICES
202 722-0701 OR 800-223TAJO
LICENSED SINCE 1989

Call (202) 583-74 18

WE ARE ALSO AW EBSITE
TYPING SERVI CE

CAPACITY
NEGROLEAGUE
COLLECTION WORLD'S
BASEBALLCAPS
(FRESHEST)
202-722-0701 OR 800-223TAJO

,/
'

Wanted! Sj!ring Breakers!
.

-

Sun Coast Vacations
wants to send you on Spring
Break
to Cancun, the Bahamas,

.
.

.

Jamaica,

Mazatlan

FOR FREE!

I

To find out how, call I -888-774642 or email
sales@suncoastvacatians.com
I,

•

'

-

Happy 21st Birthday
Reese's Pieces!
Your name is a candy;
And I hope your feeling
dandy;
Because this birthday will
come in handy;
When your buying brandy!
Have a Great Day!
Love ya,
J-Brownie
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''O Conte Let lls Adore Him! ' ,?
A Christmas Advent Candteligh--r-v-Worsliip Service

HOWARD UNIVERSITY STUDENTS, FACUL TY, STAFF, ALUMNI, RETIREES. AND
FAMIUES, COMMUNITY MEMBERSAND FRIENDS ARE INVITED

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 2001
Andrew Ra11kin Me1norial Chapel
HouJa1d Universiry
4:00 - 5:00 P.M.
---- -- -- ·--- ---

Praise and 1Vorsh1p

5:00 P.M.
The Candle ight Worsh1 Serv ce
Gues Prea • r R er a Rob t G. hilds, astor
e,ean Jlap st 1uch, \Vas ngton, DC

ATTENTION
FRESHMAN!!!
l\11•s. Jacquie Gales Webb, WHUR-FM

Not adjusting to college life
and need help?
The Office of the Dean of
Student Life and Activities
has created a
peer-mentoring program
slated to start Spring 2002.
Pick up a profile sheet in
Suite 122
Blackburn Center.
For more information call
Bari McFarlane at
(202) 806-5990

St. 4.ugustiiic liospel En,eo1ble, Wa~hlngton, DC

Rfl'R Sfi..l'ATIVES FROr,,f;
Offie,• ol the l're,ident
Offl(e of the Provost
Office of the Setretary

-

Ple11 c Bring No11-Peris/iable fQm/ l/e11i;, U,a/>k Clvtl1111g, Battery Operated C1u1dle, or S111all flu,/1/igltts
&p1,nsored bi the Community of Faith (om,n'!te

or addit1onal 1nforn1ation, please contact Ray Smith (202) 238-2578

''In times like these, we need a Savior''

